
      PROSTART PNEUMATIC Safety Gate 

Double-Body Ram -    Settings, Inspections & Maintenance  

 

1/ Settings  

All the settings about the use of the gate are shown on the manual given at the installation of the 
starting gate. Please find it below in small scale: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the case your gate is giving a bounce during its drop, please find below the procedure to find 
back a clean gate drop:  

A = Make sure pressure of the air compressor is always above the pressure needed to operate.  
(Example: The manometer of the FRL shows 7.0 bars (102 psi) – The compressor needs to 
have at minimum a pressure of 7.4 bars (108 psi) to deliver a steady pressure) 

B = If the gate drops in two blocs with a half stop at ¾ of its motion, it means the break is too 
important. Please turn anti-clockwise a bit the adjustment screw located at the nose of the air 
ram. Make several tests until getting a clean gate drop.  

C = If the gate drops in getting a bounce at the end of its motion, it means the break isn’t 
enough. Please turn clockwise a bot the adjustment screw located at the nose of the air ram. 
Make several tests until getting a clean gate drop. 

The access of this adjustment screw is possible through a long and thin flat screwdriver and in 
traversing the gate in upper position (You can see the nose of the ram) Otherwise you can also 
remove the two center grates to totally access in the ram area. 

RÉGLAGE DU TIMING

  Orange fixe   (Déclenchement de la grille début orange 2)
  Orange clignotant  (Déclenchement de la grille fin orange 2)
  Vert fixe    (Déclenchement de la grille début vert)  TIMING OFFICIEL UCI 
  Vert clignotant   (Déclenchement de la grille fin vert)

  Allumer le coffret de départ 
  Enclencher l’arrêt d’urgence 
  Appuyer sur le bouton MANU pendant 5 secondes
  Relacher / Appuyer le bouton MANU jusqu’à trouver le timing désiré
  Enlever l’arrêt d’urgence 
   

  Rouge    Départ tous les 30 secondes
  Orange 1    Départ toutes les minutes
  Orange 2    Départ toutes les deux minutes
  Vert    Départ toutes les trois minutes

  Allumer le coffret de départ 
  Enclencher l’arrêt d’urgence 
  Appuyer sur le bouton AUTO pendant 5 secondes
  Relacher / Appuyer le bouton AUTO jusqu’à trouver le temps désiré

  Enlever l’arrêt d’urgence 

RÉGLAGE DU TEMPS ENTRE DEUX DÉPARTS AUTOMATIQUES

AVERTISSEMENT PRESSION D’AIR

Cet avertissement est uniquement disponible si le coffret de départ est utlisé sur une grille de départ pneumatique Prostart.
« La pression d’air est insuffisante » = Le pressostat ne reçoit pas la bonne pression d’air.

  Vérifier le bon fonctionnement du compresseur (Pression à l’intérieur du compresseur >= à la pression choisie du FRL)
  Vérifier la bonne pression sur le nanomètre du régulateur. (7 bars pour une grille 8 personnes)

NE PAS DEREGLER LE PRESSOSTAT AVANT DE FAIRE LES VERIFICATIONS AU DESSUS

MANUEL d’UTILISATION, SYSTEME PROBOX

www.prostart.Fr   -   QUENTIN.GRUN@PROSTART.FR   -   +33.689.044.061



2/ Inspections and maintenance  

Inspections at every use: Quality of the gate drop needs to be always controlled. If a gate drop 
is unusual, stop the use of the gate and analyze the situation. Please find below the main reasons:   

- The compressor isn’t giving the right pressure. Make sure the compressor always supplies 
a pressure above the FRL fixed pressure.  

- The air regulation inside the FRL is damaged and do not regulate with enough accuracy.   
(The device needs to be changed) 

- The fixations of the ram are weakened. To check that, the two center grates need to be 
removed. If the fixations look good, make one or several gate drops to see if everything is 
correct. 

- The air circuit is defective. Check if you can discover some leaks and record a video in 
order to share all the information to the Prostart staff. 

Maintenance at every use: After every use of the gate, it’s important to: 

- Press the bottom of the FRL bloc in order to remove the humidity accumulated inside.  
- Slide-off the valve in order to totally remove the air inside the FRL+Ram.  
- Empty for 5 seconds the purge under the compressor to remove the main amount of water 

accumulated on the day.  

 

 

Inspections every 3 months: Quality of the gate drop + no air leak.  

Maintenance every 3 months: Greasing of the 9 gate hinges with a grease gun. 16 nipples are 
at disposal. You can use general grease. 

Totally drain the tank of the compressor in order remove all the water and humidity inside.  

 

 

Inspection every six months or before a major competition:  

- Remove the two center grates to access in the ram area. Aim is to control that the clevis 
are well-fixed and well-greased.  

- Check the volume of the speaker before an event. If the volume is not high enough, you 
can use an external speaker using the available 3.5mm jack plug inside the PROBOX.  

- Check all the electronic is performing well. All the remote buttons are working and also the 
speaker, gate motion and two LED lights. 

Maintenance every six months or before a major competition: 

- Greasing of the 9 gate hinges with a grease gun. 16 nipples are at disposal. You can use 
general grease. 

- Greasing of the 2 clevis brackets of the ram.  
- Turn up the screws of the clevis brackets to make sure everything is well tightened.  



Maintenance during a major competition above 500 riders: 

Totally Drain the tank of the compressor twice in the day. Check the compressor always supplies 
the right pressure needed in several moment of the day. 

 

 

Conditions of use: 

The lowest operating temperature is given at -5°C (23°F) Below, it could damage the air circuit 
line. In the case the gate is used below the frost, the compressor needs to be totally drained. The 
Valve also needs to slide-off to remove all air inside the ram. 

The highest operating temperature is given at +40°C (104°F) Above, the compressor is under 
stress.  

If you have to use the gate within that temperature range, the whole gate system needs to be 
switched-off for 5 minutes every two hours so all the system can cool down a bit.  

A cooler can be installed inside the control room in order to renew the air inside the room. 
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